
The Untold Stories of Confederate
Commanders After The War - Civil War Series

After the of the American Civil War in 1865, the Confederacy crumbled, marking
the end of a dark chapter in American history. While much is written about the war
itself, and the key battles and figures that shaped it, little attention is given to the
post-war lives of the Confederate commanders. In this Civil War Series article, we
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explore the untold stories of these commanders and their struggles to rebuild
their lives and find their place in a nation torn apart.

The Wreckage of Defeat

The defeat of the Confederate States of America left its commanders facing an
uncertain future. With their armies disbanded and many in financial ruins, these
men had to reckon with the consequences of their actions during the war. This
section investigates the immediate aftermath of the war and how the
commanders coped.
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Resurgence in Political Landscape

Despite being on the losing side, several Confederate commanders managed to
regain their influence and establish themselves in the post-war political
landscape. This section delves into the political careers of these men, highlighting
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their role in shaping a reconciled nation while not forgetting the controversies they
stirred.

The Redemption Seekers

Some Confederate commanders found solace in seeking redemption for their role
in the war. This section examines their efforts in acknowledging their past actions,
advocating for equal rights, and working towards the reunification of the nation.

Forgotten Legacies

Many Confederate commanders faded into obscurity after the war, their names
and stories forgotten over time. This section aims to shed light on these
overlooked heroes who contributed greatly to the South's war effort and the
lasting impact they had on the region.

Legacy and Controversy

The legacy of Confederate commanders is complex and filled with controversy. In
this section, we explore the ongoing debates surrounding the recognition of these
individuals and the public perception of their contributions to American history.

Preserving the Past

The preservation and memorialization of Confederate commanders have been
subjects of discussion for decades. This section examines the efforts made to
preserve their historical significance and the debate surrounding the removal of
Confederate statues and symbols.

Understanding the lives and legacies of Confederate commanders after the war
provides a more comprehensive view of American history. The journey of these
men from defeat to redemption or obscurity is a compelling narrative that
deserves attention. By exploring their stories, we gain a deeper understanding of



the complexities of the Civil War era and its impact on the individuals who shaped
it.
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The postwar life of surviving Rebel generals—the triumph and heartbreak,
success and failure of Robert E. Lee, Nathan Bedford Forrest, and others.
 
The South’s high command traveled dramatically divergent paths after the
dissolution of the Confederacy.
 
Their professional reputations were often rewritten accordingly, as the rise of the
Lost Cause ideology codified the deification of Lee and the vilification of James
Longstreet. The irascible Jubal A. Early, Robert E. Lee’s “bad old man,” went to
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Canada after the war and remained an unreconstructed Rebel until his death. Lee
became president of Washington College and urged reconciliation with the North.
Braxton Bragg never found solid economic footing and remained mournful of
slavery’s demise until his own, when a heart attack took him in Galveston.
 
Allie Povall shares the stories of nineteen of these former generals, touching
briefly on their antebellum and wartime experiences before richly detailing their
attempts to salvage livelihoods from the wreckage of America’s defining
cataclysm.
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